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01 | TEAM

Editor-in-chief of V!RUS journal | Associate Professor Dr. Marcelo Tramontano, IAU-USP

Editorial Committee of the 22nd issue | Associate Professor Dr. Marcelo Tramontano, MSc. Mario Vallejo,
Maurício José da Silva Filho Arch., Lucas Edson de Chico Arch., Pedro Plácido Teixeira Arch.

Graphic interface designers | Associate Professor Dr. Marcelo Tramontano, Prof. MSc. Fernando Birello de
Lima, MSc. Sandra Schmitt Soster, MSc. Mario Vallejo, Maurício José da Silva Filho Arch., Lucas Edson de Chico
Arch., Pedro Plácido Teixeira Arch., Júlia Vechetini Menin Arch., MSc. Isabella Cavalcanti, Thamyres Lobato
Arch.

Assistant editors | Associate Professor Dr. Anja Pratschke.

Internal reviewers | Associate Professor Dr. Marcelo Tramontano, Associate Professor Dr. Anja Pratschke,
MSc. Mario Vallejo, Maurício José da Silva Filho Arch., Lucas Edson de Chico Arch., Pedro Plácido Teixeira Arch.

External reviewers | The name and institution of the researchers who kindly collaborated with us in this
edition of V!RUS, can be found on this page.
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Network and server | Juliano Pita, Daniel Picon, Evandro Bueno, Raimundo Santos.

The background image of the issue's Contents page is called Inverted America, domain public. Inverted
America was a pen and ink drawing by Uruguayan artist Joaquín Torres Garcia. Available at:
https://bit.ly/2UMtqHZ. Accessed: 12 july 2021. More info:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Am%C3%A9rica_Invertida.

02 | SECTIONS

V!RUS journal has 6 sections:

Editorial | Words from the issue's Editorial Committee.

Interview | Researchers or guests with notorious knowledge on the issue' subjects, invited by the Editorial
Committee.

Agora | Selected articles submitted to the journal in reply to a specific call for each issue, evaluated in the
double-blind review evaluation system by two guest evaluators.

Project | Presentation, and criticism on artistic, architectural, urban design or cultural work submitted to the
journal in reply to a specific call for each issue, evaluated in a double-blind review evaluation system by two
guest evaluators. Exceptionally, the author of a project or project experience may be specially invited by the
Editorial Team.

Carpet | Academic or free-form texts by researchers or guests with notorious knowledge on the issue'
subjects, either invited by the Editorial Committee or having been submitted to the journal in reply to a
specific call for each issue, evaluated in a double-blind review evaluation system by two guest evaluators.

Nomads | Academic articles by Nomads.usp researchers on the issue' subjects, evaluated in a double-blind
review evaluation system by two guest evaluators.
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